Important Dates

Dear Carson Parents,

Dear Carson Parents,

April 7 - No school

For the last couple of weeks your students have been
working on cultural exploration dances which include
different countries like Mexico, Egypt, China, etc. This was
a way to get them familiar with different cultures besides
their own. Students were able to create dances and make
posters of their favorite dances that we did. For the month
of April, we will be working on Jazz Dance, Line Dances
such as the Cha Cha Slide, Salsa, and Improvisation. These
dance activities will help student improve their motor and
coordination skills. We are working on those skills so that
students can become the best dancers they can be! We
also are still going over the rules every class period to
make sure that my expectations are met for the students.

For the month of
April, children in all grades
will work on the songs for the
Spring Assembly. If you
enjoyed their performance
during the Winter Assembly,
now they are working hard to
sing in tune and memorize the
lyrics for this wonderful
upcoming event. In addition,
students in 3rd and 4th grade
will be introduced to the
recorders.

April 10 to April 14 - Spring Break
April 17 - Classes resume
April 17 to April 21 - Carson Book Fair
April 19 - Report Card Pick Up day from 11 a.m to 6
p.m.
April 20 - NCLB Parent Meeting @ 8:00 a.m.
April 21 - BAC Parent Meeting @ 8:00 a.m.
April 21 - BAC Jeans Fundraiser
April 27 - Family Wellness Night @ 4:30 p.m.

-

Mr Wiley

Gerard Cademcian

April 29 - Writing Palooza

Dear Carson Parents and Friends,

Dear Parents,

April
30 - Dia Del Niño
Dear Parents,

Pre-Kindergarteners through first grade
students will be exploring the notions of
composition, color theory, and various
applications through painting without
paintbrushes. Second through fourth graders
are participating in a closer study of the
Elements and Principles of Art and Design.
For second grade, this means lessons
practicing each Element or Principle. For
third and fourth graders, we will continue to
use collaborative Surrealist processes to
understand these terms. All students will
continue to look at art that explains these
essential artistic ideas.

This month in computers we will be focusing
on time. For the younger grades that means
reading a clock and beginning to tell time to
the half hour and quarter hour. For the
older students that means finding elapsed
time and using time to help solve real world
word problems. We will be using different
programs such as ST Math, Khan Academy
and Brainpop. We will continue working on
becoming the best digital citizens we can be,
by practicing responsible online searches as
well as discuss webpages that are
appropriate and can help us to learn.

Ms. Cornell

Thank you for you being
awesome parents!

At the Pre K - 2 level, students will be receiving instruction in
basic locomotor movements (run, walk, skip, gallop, sliding, hop,
jump), beginning jump rope, rhythms, ball skills (throwing,
catching, kicking), gymnastics(cart wheels and forward rolls) ,
and fitness. A variety of equipment is used to aid in instruction,
including parachutes, scooters, balls, scarves, bean bags, and
ropes.
At the 3—4 level, we will make up one week of basketball due
to P.A.R.C.C. testing. There is great emphasis placed on the
overhand throwing motion and the various sport skills that
incorporate this skill. Therefor we will be practicing this skill in
order for the students to be successful and confidant in every
sport they participate in. Students will also engage in lessons on
catching, striking, kicking, manipulating objects, rhythms,
gymnastics, fitness, cooperative activities, and on playing low
organized games and developing strategies to be successful.
I feel very lucky that the students have been so
excited about gym all school year! They are the
best part of every day for me .–Mr. Zughayer

-Mrs. Jacknow

